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(When Shakespeare Lost the Plot) 

 
Mostly, Shakespeare behaves himself. Comedy, Tragedy, History…Shakespeare wrote 
in all of the most popular genres of his era. A lot of times, he defined those genres. But 
there are times when Shakespeare refused to color inside the genre lines. These texts 
don’t fit into any genre category: they are frustrating, disjointed, they joke about death 
and punish love, weddings turn into tragedies, fantasy turns into horror, heroes turn 

into villains and, sometimes, a guy flies down on an eagle and saves the world.  
 

Sometimes critics call these strange and baffling texts the problem plays: works that are 
fundamentally meant to challenge and confuse, that confound expectations, and force 
us to rethink the world we thought we knew and the categories and frameworks we 

use to make sense of it. In this Seminar II, we will move beyond the traditional 
category of the problem play to look at the problematic nature of the most wildly 
mixed-up texts in Shakespeare’s canon. Starting from our understanding of the 

traditional genre categories of the early modern era, we will engage in an intensive 
investigation into Shakespearean texts that defy easy categorization. Over the course 
of the semester, we will ask ourselves what Shakespeare was thinking when he wrote 

these plays, and finally what do we think of these profoundly beautiful, frustrating, 
stubborn texts that refuse to let us rest easy, that poke and prod and demand we 

reorganize our brains and throw away everything we think we know, and re-consider 
how much of our thinking is dependent on traditional categories, easy assumptions, 

and preconceived expectations.    
 

It is strongly recommended that you’ve taken Shakespeare I before you enroll in 
this course. It is recommended that you’ve taken Shakespeare II. We will be reading 
works that aren’t traditionally covered in either of these courses, including Troilus and 

Cressida, Measure for Measure, Cymbeline, and Pericles, as well as critical scholarship on 
early modern genre theory, new formalism, linguistics, and space/place theory.  


